Minute pulmonary meningothelial -like nodule (MPMN) is a common but poorly understood entity, which is benign or reactive in nature and has unknown etiology. MPMN can show single or multiple involvements associated with malignant conditions including pulmonary adenocarcinoma in some cases. The most common radiologic findings are non -specific small nodules, which often simulate pulmonary hematogeneous metastasis. We report a case of diffuse MPMNs presenting as multiple peribronchial consolidations containing patent air bronchogram, which is quite different from the previously reported radiologic findings.
Introduction
Minute pulmonary meningothelial -like nodules (MPMNs) are often incidentally diagnosed in resected lungs or autopsy specimens. They are also known as diffuse pulmonary meningotheliomatosis (1) . The etiology of the disease is unknown. Patients are usually asymptomatic. The incidence of MPMNs is variable from 0.07% to 13.8% at autopsy or surgical resection (2) (3) (4) (5) . These lesions have been thought to be benign in nature. Some studies suggested that MPMNs are more likely reactive in nature (4) . It has been suggested that MPMNs are associated with benign pulmonary disease, congestive heart failure, and neoplasm such as pulmonary adenocarcinoma (2, 4, (6) (7) (8) . Radiologic findings of MPMNs reported to date have been of non -specific small nodules with possible cystic change often simulating pulmonary hematogeneous metastasis in malignant condition or adenocarcinoma of the lung (1, 2, 9) . We present a case of MPMNs presenting unreported radiologic findings.
Case Presentation
A 45 -year -old woman, referred from another hospital to our hospital, presented with multiple peribronchial consolidations in both lungs on a chest -computed tomography (CT) scan. She initially had dyspnea. She had no past history of surgery or underlying chronic medical disease. Her laboratory exam and culture of sputum and blood showed no specific finding.
The chest CT scan from the other hospital showed multiple patchy and nodular areas of peribronchial consolidations containing patent air bronchogram with relatively homogeneous attenuation in both lungs with lower lung predominance ( Figure 1 ). After taking antibiotic medication for 20 days, she still complained of dyspnea. Followup chest CT scan revealed no significant interval change of the lesions. Pneumonia was excluded due to lack of pneumonic symptoms and laboratory findings with unchanged chest CT scan and patent air bronchogram. Differential consideration included cryptogenic organizing pneumonia and multicentric consolidative primary lung malignancies such as adenocarcinomas or lymphomas. For further evaluation, bronchoscopic washing and brushing cytology, and transbronchial lung biopsy were performed at anterior and posterior basal segments of the right lower lobe of the lung. Microscopic features revealed multiple small meningothelioid nests in peribronchial interstitium. The tumor cells were positive for epithelial membrane antigen (EMA) and vimentin, but negative for cytokeratin (CK), synaptophysin, CD56, CD1a, thyroid transcription factor -1 (TIF -1), CD68, and S -100 (Figure 2) . 
Discussion
MPMNs have a prevalence of 0.07 to 13.8% at autopsy or surgical resection, but these lesions are rarely pathologically confirmed by transbronchial lung biopsy (2-5). To our knowledge, only two cases of single MPMN have been described in a transbronchial biopsy specimen (1, 10) . The clinicopathologic significance of MPMNs is unclear due to the small numbers of reported studies. Multiple lesions are defined as diffuse pulmonary meningotheliomatosis or MPMN -omatosis (11) . There were no significant differences found between single and multiple MPMN(s) in regards to age, sex, or location; however, there were in regards to nodule size. Each MPMN was significantly larger in multiple MPMN cases than in single MPMN cases (8) .
The etiology of the disease is unknown. MPMNs occur most frequently in the sixth decade and predominantly in women (3, 8) . The lesions are most often found in the upper lobe and right lung (3, 12) . Diameters range from 100 µm to 3 mm.
MPMNs have been associated with various pulmonary abnormalities such as pulmonary thromboembolism, respiratory bronchiolitis -associated interstitial lung disease, desquamative interstitial pneumonia, and atypical adenomatous hyperplasia (6, 12) . Additionally, association with congestive heart failure (7, 8, 12) or pulmonary neoplasm such as adenocarcinoma has been suggested (2, 4, 8) .
CT findings of MPMNs describe them as a single small nodule, micronodules, and multiple small nodules. Multiple nodules can mimic pulmonary metastasis in a patient with underlying malignancy. Some cavitary changes or central lucency of multiple nodules have been reported in rare cases of the disease (1, 2). Other uncommon findings of MPMNs are ground glass opacities. Kuroki et al. suggested that this pathophysiology likely resulted from spread of the lesion along the alveolar walls (9).
To our knowledge, a pattern of peribronchial consolidations containing patent air bronchogram of MPMN has never been described in the English research so far. There are many differential diagnoses for multiple peribronchial consolidations containing patent air bronchogram including both of benign lesions, such as multifocal bronchopneumonias or cryptogenic organizing pneumonias, and pneumonic malignant lesions, such as primary pulmonary adenocarcinomas or pulmonary lymphomas (13) . growth spreading along the alveolar wall (14) . Therefore, in patients with lung cancer including EGFR -mutation -positive lung cancer, MPMNs should be excluded for the final diagnosis of lung to lung metastases regardless of imaging findings indicating multiple small nodules or multiple peribronchial consolidations.
Patients with MPMNs are usually asymptomatic (3). However, the patient in this report was symptomatic and she complained of dyspnea. We presumed this symptom was related to atypical extensive peribronchial involvement of MPMNs that were presented as multiple peribronchial consolidations, rather than multiple small nodules. As a result, the term of MPMN is not appropriate in this case, but rather "diffuse pulmonary meningotheliomatosis" is more correct.
In conclusion, MPMNs should be considered in the differential diagnosis of peribronchial consolidations with patent air bronchogram to prevent potential diagnostic pitfall. For the same reason, they should also be considered in the imaging findings suggestive of pneumonic type lung malignancies after excluding pneumonia, particularly when the possibility of malignancy is weak with low fluorodeoxyglucose (FDG) uptake and normal tumor markers.
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